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Laboratory experiments and survey studies suggest that reference points can significantly affect the evaluation of economic outcomes and the effectiveness of incentives. Bewley (1999), for instance, concludes from his surveys covering more than 300 US firms that “Few workers have a precise notion of market wages or wages that are fair in some absolute sense. Rather, they make comparisons with their own past pay and with the pay of co-workers.” Moreover, his studies indicate that “within a company, pay inequity offends (indeed, sometimes outrages) employees and destroys trust.” Behavioral economics responded to the evidence with modeling reference-dependent preferences. Among the most influential models are Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979) prospect theory with the reference point being the status quo, Rabin’s (1993) model of reciprocity with the reference point being the perceived (un)kindness of the opponent, Fehr and Schmidt’s (1999) as well as Bolton and Ockenfels’ (2000) models of social comparison with the reference point being some norm of outcome fairness, and, more recently, Köszegi and Rabin’s (2006, 2007, 2009) models with the reference point being the decision maker’s rational expectations held recently about outcomes. Much of the related research in labor market contexts has been influenced by Akerlof and Yellen’s (1990) fair wage-effort hypothesis, postulating that workers withdraw effort as their actual wage falls short of their fair wage. Yet, despite the growing role of reference points in the economics literature in general and the labor market literature in particular, there is very little evidence based on naturally occurring field data. Part of the reason is that, without experimental control, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to identify the ‘right’ frame of reference in labor relationships.²

² Akerlof and Yellen (1990), Frank (1997) and Frank and Sunstein (2001) summarize much of the earlier economic, sociological, psychological and biological literature regarding the importance of reference points and relative position for satisfaction and behavior. They make a similar point regarding the difficulties with field studies. Gächter and Fehr (2002) survey laboratory labor market research. For more recent evidence see Götte, Fehr and Zehnder (2009) and the references therein. See also Fliessbach et al. (2009) for a neuroeconomic perspective, and Gneezy and List (2006) as well as Levitt and List (2007) for field experiments bridging laboratory and naturally occurring field data, as well as for the potential problems with experimental approaches. Two intriguing studies that were able to overcome the reference point problem in a natural field environment are Mas (2006), who shows that police performance is sensitive to pay rises compared to reference points set by final offer arbitrations, and Kwon and Meyersson Milgrom.
In this paper, we make use of a unique data set to study the causes and effects of reference point formation in the context of a bonus plan for managers in a large multinational company.\(^3\) The important feature of the company’s bonus system is that it produces a clear reference point, largely consistent with the behavioral economics approaches mentioned above. Moreover, our data allow us to match demographic characteristics, salaries, and bonus payments from personnel records with survey responses of individual managers in Germany (where the headquarters are located) as well as the US.

The company’s bonus system stipulates that each year each manager is assigned a bonus target (also called the ‘bonus budget’). The individual target depends on company performance, divisional performance and the manager’s salary grade, among other variables. The bonus payment is set by the supervisor as a percentage of the individual manager’s target (the so called ‘bonus percentage’).\(^4\) A manager’s bonus percentage is restricted by his performance rating, which is determined and communicated several weeks before the individual target is calculated and his bonus percentage is assigned. The performance rating is chosen from a five point rating scale (‘excellent’, ‘above average’, ‘fully meets expectations’, ‘below average’, and ‘inadequate’). For each rating, the bonus percentage must lie within a certain interval. By far most managers’ rating is ‘fully meets expectations’, and the bonus percentage of these managers must be chosen between 80\% and 110\%. Better rated managers must be assigned 110\% or more, and worse rated managers must be assigned less than 80\%.

Within this context, the 100\% bonus percentage is a natural reference point. For one, it seems reasonable that, if reference points play a role at all, managers care about not falling behind their individual target. Moreover, the performance rating reinforces the

---

\(^3\) The company has more than 100,000 employees worldwide. The largest subsidiaries are located in Germany and the US. Our study covers the incentive scheme for all managers in both countries. The term “manager” refers to executives and to all other employees not covered by a collective wage agreement. The company asked us to preserve its anonymity.

\(^4\) In this paper we refer to managers as those who are assigned bonuses, and to supervisors as those who assign bonuses. Managers in upper hierarchical levels can also be supervisors, something we will exploit in our analyses in Section 4.
100% reference point of the bonus percentage in the sense that a manager who was rated ‘fully meets expectations’ is likely to interpret this as hitting the target, and so is likely to expect a bonus not below his target (= 100%). Finally, the 100% reference point is strengthened by the fact that the bonuses paid to all managers in a department are limited such that the sum of bonus payments cannot exceed the sum of all individual bonus budgets. As a result, the department’s supervisor always has the option to choose an equal distribution in the sense of paying all managers in her department the respective budget (that is, a bonus percentage of 100%). Yet if she decides to give one manager more, others must get less. Therefore, falling behind the 100% bonus percentage implies not only that the manager is individually below target (and probably behind expectation), but also that others get a share of one’s own budget, leading to socially unfavorable inequality measured in bonus percentage terms. In this sense, and in line with the role of inequity aversion observed in various economic contexts, the 100% bonus percentage is also a natural social comparison standard.

One characteristic feature of reference-dependent preferences is loss aversion: falling below the respective reference point (a loss) has a larger effect than a same-sized gain above the reference point. For example, in one-person decision tasks many theoretical and empirical studies, starting with Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and further developed by Köszegi and Rabin (2006, 2007 and 2009), suggest that compared to the reference point, losses are much more powerful than gains. In social contexts, Bolton (1991) and Fehr and Schmidt (1999), among others, present evidence and theory suggesting that disadvantageous inequality hurts more than advantageous inequality, which might even often be irrelevant altogether. Taken together, we hypothesize that assigning a manager less than 100% bonus percentage (which we call a “reference point violation”) will strongly negatively affect a manager’s satisfaction, while assigning more yields – if at all – a smaller effect.

Regarding the effect of reference point violations on the managers’ performance, there are competing hypotheses. On the one hand, one might think that (the possibility of) falling below the reference point creates additional incentives, beyond the pure monetary implications, to improve one’s performance and to reach the bonus target. From an
economics point of view, the bonus system resembles a tournament, because a total department’s bonus budget is fixed, and the bonus percentages rank workers according to performance. Tournament theory suggests that compensating workers according to a ‘percentage rank’ of the performance may increase effort (Lazear and Rosen, 1981).\(^5\) Furthermore, the psychological literature emphasizes the idea that goals create reference points, and that there may be not only an extrinsic but also an intrinsic interest in achieving targets set by others (see Heath et al., 1999, building on Locke, 1968, Locke and Latham, 1990). Camerer et al. (1997), Fehr and Götte (2007) and Abeler et al. (forthcoming) provided convincing field and laboratory evidence that income targets act as reference points and strongly affect labor supply decisions. Finally, field experiments in public good contexts show that information about one’s own cooperation falling behind others’ contributions can provoke increased efforts (Frey and Meyer, 2004, Chen et al., forthcoming).

On the other hand, there is also literature suggesting that reference point violations can decrease performance. Most prominently, Akerlof and Yellen (1990) motivate their fair wage-effort hypothesis, postulating that reference point violations reduce effort, with research in psychology and sociology and as it “accords with common sense” (see also the quote from Bewley in our first paragraph). More recently, behavioral economics research suggests that if reference point violations are perceived as an unkind act, managers may reciprocally respond with unkindness, and decide to reduce effort levels in the future (Rabin, 1993, Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004, Falk and Fischbacher, 2006). Indeed, many laboratory and some field studies, starting with Fehr, Kirchsteiger and Riedl (1993), suggest that reciprocity can play an important role in labor relationships.\(^6\) Other experimental studies find that wage comparisons affect behavior in experimental labor relations (see, for example, Rivas and Sutter, 2008, Greiner et al., 2009, Clark et al., forthcoming).

---

\(^5\) Grund and Sliwka (2005) and Demougin and Fluet (2003) have shown that the incentive effect of tournaments may even become stronger when social reference points matter and individuals are inequity averse.

\(^6\) See Cooper and Kagel (forthcoming) for a recent survey on other-regarding preferences. Also, there is laboratory evidence that subjects, who fall below a reference point, be it the status quo (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) or a social reference point (Bolton and Ockenfels, forthcoming), are willing to take more risks, which may additionally affect performance.
So, summing up, theory does not yield unambiguous predictions regarding the effect of reference point violations on employee performance. Moreover, to our knowledge, there is no earlier field evidence about the effect of reference point violations on employee performance in companies. Thus, we refrain from formulating a null hypothesis about how reference point violations affect performance. However, we expect that any satisfaction and performance effects due to reference-dependent preferences that we observe in Germany are mitigated in the US. The reason is that while the bonus schemes are otherwise identical, bonus percentages are explicitly communicated to managers in Germany but not to managers in the US. This is because labor regulations in Germany require a much higher degree of transparency in compensation systems. As bonus percentages cannot easily be inferred from absolute bonus payments and other data available to US managers (see Section 2), we hypothesize that the lack of transparency in the US system diminishes the role of the 100% reference point.

Overall, our data strongly support the key predictions of reference-dependent preferences and of Akerlof and Yellen’s (1990) fair wage-effort hypothesis. We find that violations of the managers’ 100% reference point significantly negatively affect both satisfaction and future performance in Germany, where reference point violations are transparent. This holds in particular if we restrict our analyses to managers who have been rated ‘fully meets expectations’ so that potentially confounding rating effects are excluded. However, no such reference point effects are found for the company’s managers in the US, who operate under a less transparent but otherwise identical bonus system as their colleagues in Germany.

Section 2 describes our data. Section 3 analyzes the determinants of job satisfaction and establishes the strong relevance of the 100% reference point. Section 4 investigates the impact of reference point violations on performance. Section 5 discusses the findings and concludes.
2. A first look at the managers’ compensation

Supported by the board of the company, we conducted a survey among the managerial staff in Germany (autumn 2007) and the US (summer 2008). As the survey was part of a larger study, managers were asked some 60 questions about workplace characteristics and other work-related aspects, including job satisfaction. We independently collected data about performance evaluations, compensation, demographic characteristics, and department affiliations of the managers over the years 2004-2006 (Germany) and 2004-2007 (US) from the personnel records of the firm. The technical environment allowed us to connect this background data with the survey answers of the individual managers in a way that guaranteed anonymity of the participants of the survey. Altogether 4,997 managers took part in the survey (3,122 in Germany and 1,875 in the US), which corresponds to a participation rate of 59% and 41%, respectively. This section reports compensation data of all managers in the company, and the next section investigates the determinants of reported job satisfaction.

Salaries and absolute bonus payments of German and US managers are roughly comparable during the period of analysis and remained largely stable over the years that we analyze. In 2007, the average fixed salary of a manager in Germany (in the US) was 117,300 USD (113,500 USD). The bonus payments are substantial, as they account for some 20% of fixed salaries on average (25,600 USD in Germany and 22,500 USD in the US).

7 The procedure guaranteed that no party involved in data generation and processing could combine the information about contact details, background data and survey answers of the participants. First, we collected the administrative data from the personnel records of the company and encoded the data set. Then the company received the encoded data set, added email addresses of all managers and transferred the data to an independent consulting firm who administered the survey. This firm then invited the managers by email to take part in the survey, which was conducted in the intranet of the firm with an anonymous code, and deleted the email addresses afterwards. Finally, we received the encoded data set including survey answers for our analysis without information that allowed identification of individuals. Managers were informed on the first page of the survey that their answers would be matched anonymously with their individual compensation and background data and had to agree to this procedure to participate in the survey.

8 Comparing participating and non-participating managers, we do not find significant differences in background or compensation variables, so that we have no reason to suppose that the representativeness of the sample is limited in any way. The lower response rate in the US can be attributed to the fact that the US survey was run at a time when a larger fraction of the employees was on holiday.
However, there are considerable differences when we look at the distributions of bonuses in Germany and the US. Figure 1 shows the bonus percentage distributions in Germany for 2006 and in the US for 2007, the respective years of our survey (the distributions are very similar in the other years).

Figure 1. Distribution of Bonus Percentages in Germany and the US

Compared to the US data, bonus percentages in Germany are more compressed towards the 100% reference point. Most strikingly, in Germany, there is a significant peak at 100%, with 17.6% of the managers receiving exactly their target bonus, while in the US only 8.3% of the managers receive a 100% bonus percentage ($p = 0.001$, two-sided $\chi^2$-test). The next largest peak in Germany is at 110%, which is the feasible bonus closest to 100% for the ‘above average’ managers. In the US, on the other hand, 110% exhibits no specific prominence – only 4.3% of all ‘above average’ managers in the US receive exactly 110%, which is about one eighth of the corresponding number in Germany (36.1%; $p = 0.001$). Also, the share of managers in Germany with bonus percentages below 80% (above 110%) is with 2.2% (11.6%) compared to 6.6% (13.4%) in the US.
(weakly) significantly smaller with $p = 0.001$ ($0.054$). Looking at the whole distribution, the standard deviation of bonus percentages in Germany is with 12.2 also significantly smaller than the standard deviation of 15.1 observed in the US ($p = 0.001$, two-sided Levene test for differences in variances).

We attribute the differences in the distributions of bonus percentages to the different information policies of the company in Germany and the US. While the short term incentive system otherwise follows the same rules as in Germany, managers in the US are informed only about absolute bonus payments, but not about the bonus budgets or the assigned share of the budget. Thus, in the US, ‘fully meets expectations’ managers cannot observe their relative standing towards the reference point. Because pushing managers below 100% reduces satisfaction and performance if the reference point violations are transparent (see Sections 3 and 4), there is more reason for compression towards the reference point for ‘fully meets expectation’ managers in Germany than in the US. A similar argument holds for ‘above average’ managers. The more managers are pushed above 100% the larger the budgetary pressure to violate other managers’ reference point, which is harmful when the violations are transparent. A bonus of 110% for ‘above average’ managers, as often observed in Germany, minimizes this adverse effect.

Our evidence provides empirical support for other studies that associate compressions in payments with reference points and social concerns. In particular, it is in line with Frank’s (1984) seminal work showing that pay compression, relative to worker productivity, is the result of workers caring for their relative position (see also Frank 1985) as well as Akerlof and Yellen’s (1990) fair wage-effort hypothesis.10

---

9 Due to tighter transparency regulations, managers in Germany, when receiving their yearly bonus letters, are explicitly told their bonus percentage together with their bonus payments. In the US, on the other hand, managers are only told their bonus payment. Individual bonus budgets are computed based on salary grade and several performance indicators measuring the financial success of the company as a whole as well as of the relevant division, subject to exceptions and discretion. These complexities make it generally very difficult for a US manager to learn his individual budget. In fact, many open survey answers of US managers show that some managers wish to get better informed. Typical comments include: “The letter that comes with the award should clearly spell out your rating”, and “At a minimum, the employee should be told what % was applied”.

10 Our evidence is also in line with psychological and economic literature emphasizing that subjective performance evaluations tend to be compressed; see Murphy and Cleveland (1995) for an extensive survey
We summarize our findings in:

**Observation 1.** The distribution of bonus percentages is more compressed towards the 100% reference point in Germany, where bonus percentages are made transparent, than in the US, where managers do not learn their bonus percentages. In particular, there is a significant fraction of managers receiving 100% in Germany, while the corresponding frequency is less than half as high in the US.

3. **How does the bonus matter for job satisfaction?**

In this section, we investigate whether there is a kink in the managers’ preferences at the 100% reference point as postulated by loss aversion and inequity aversion. While we cannot measure preferences directly, our study design allows us to investigate how deviations from the reference point affect perceived job satisfaction. A commonly used proxy for job satisfaction is the degree of approval to the statement: “I am very satisfied with my job.” In our survey, managers could respond to this question on a scale from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (fully agree), so that increasing values of the score reflect higher satisfaction. The distributions of answers in the US and Germany are rather similar, with a mean of 5.28 (standard deviation 1.25) in Germany and 5.24 (1.25) in the US.

Following Freeman (1978), we use a unit normal transformation of the satisfaction score by subtracting the sample mean from a person’s score and divide the result by the standard deviation of the sample. We estimate linear regressions with job satisfaction as the dependent variable for the years 2006 (Germany) and 2007 (US), in which the respective survey studies took place. To control for the background of the manager, we include dummies for age intervals, gender, firm tenure and promotion in the previous business year. As we can track the hierarchical relationships in our data, we use fixed effects per supervisor in order to also control for unobserved supervisor-specific effects (e.g., general leadership qualities) that can be expected to influence job satisfaction.

Of the psychological literature and Murphy (1991) and section 2.2.3 in Prendergast (1999) for an economics perspective. Bolton et al. (2009) find rating compressions in electronic reputation systems and attribute their finding to reciprocal feedback giving.

Finally, we control for the direct effects of the performance rating on job satisfaction by calculating each model also with dummies for performance ratings. Table 1 shows our model specifications.

In our first specification, we focus on the impact of absolute bonus payments and bonus percentages. As a manager’s bonus budget depends on his position in the company, his salary, and on the performance of both the company and his division, bonus payments and bonus percentages are not collinear, so that the effect of the bonus payment can be disentangled from that of the bonus percentage. In Model 1, the coefficient of the absolute bonuses is insignificant, while the coefficient of bonus percentages is highly significant and positive for both Germany (Model D1) and the US (Model US1). Hence, despite their substantial economic relevance, absolute bonus payments do not have a robust influence on job satisfaction – while bonus percentages do.

When we include rating dummies (Model 2), the described effect remains robust for Germany, yet the US coefficient of the bonus percentage becomes statistically as well as economically insignificant. As managers in the US do not learn their bonus percentages, they cannot infer their position within the percentage interval corresponding to a given rating. Hence, controlling for the rating, one’s relative position towards the reference point does not matter for satisfaction. In Germany however, one’s relative standing within a given performance rating is known to managers and can therefore still substantially correlate with job satisfaction.

As we have pointed out in Section 1, one characteristic of reference-dependent preferences is loss aversion: people dislike falling below a reference point more than they like exceeding the reference point by the same amount. Therefore, we hypothesize that reference point violations – getting a bonus percentage below 100% – significantly

---

12 Absolute bonus payments and bonus percentages have both a positive and mostly significant impact when only one variable is included in the regression. Also, observe that the regressions consistently do not show a significant positive relation between the salary in the year of the survey and self-reported satisfaction. This evidence is in line with a large (but sometimes disputed) body of research suggesting that an increase in already high income levels does not substantially affect satisfaction levels (see, for instance, Easterlin, 1974, Clark and Oswald, 1996, and Clark, 1999).

13 Regarding performance ratings we observe that in both countries the dummy for a rating ‘below average’ exhibits a strong negative effect on satisfaction. This is consistent with the fact that the performance rating affects future career opportunities, as the probability of promotion increases with higher ratings.
decrease job satisfaction, whereas increasing the bonus beyond 100% has a smaller effect on satisfaction. Model 3 tests this hypothesis. In this specification we allow for the possibility that the effect of the bonus percentage has different slopes below and above the reference point. The model is defined as

$$\text{JobSatisfaction}_{is} = \alpha + \beta \cdot X_{is} + \gamma \cdot (z_{u} - 100) \cdot I_{\{z_{u} > 100\%\}} + \delta \cdot (100 - z_{u}) \cdot I_{\{z_{u} < 100\%\}} + a_{i} + \epsilon_{is}. $$

$z_{is}$ is the bonus percentage of individual $i$ and $I_{\{z_{u} > 100\%\}} (I_{\{z_{u} < 100\%\}})$ is a dummy variable taking the value 1 if the bonus percentage is above 100% (below 100%). Hence, $\gamma$ captures the effect of a positive deviation and $\delta$ of a negative deviation from the 100% bonus percentage. If 100% constitutes a reference point relative to which employees evaluate their bonus, we expect $\gamma$ and $\delta$ to be different from each other. In particular, loss aversion in our context implies $|\gamma| < |\delta|$. Finally, $a_{i}$ denote the supervisor-specific effects, whereas $\epsilon_{is}$ captures the idiosyncratic error term per manager.

Consistent with loss aversion we find that reference point violations significantly decrease satisfaction levels, while increases above 100% do not increase self-reported satisfaction in Germany. The asymmetric perceptions of being below and above the reference point are exhibited in both countries – even though US managers do not know their bonus percentages. The reason is that bonus percentages are correlated with performance ratings (as explained in Section 1), so US managers can use their ratings as a proxy of their relative standing. E.g., a manager rated ‘above average’ (‘below average’) knows that he must have a bonus percentage above (below) 100%. However, when controlling for the effects of performance ratings (Model 4), the asymmetric effect of

---

14 As absolute bonus payments do not have a significant impact on reported satisfaction, we do not include them in the following models. The results do not change, however, if bonus payments are added as an explanatory variable.
deviations from 100% budget vanishes in the US sample while remaining robust in Germany.\textsuperscript{15}

As a further robustness check, we estimate Model 3 with a sample including only managers who receive the ‘fully meets expectations’ rating. Managers rated ‘fully meets expectations’ in Germany can still exhibit a reference point effect, because they know their respective relative standing towards the reference point. Managers rated ‘fully meets expectations’ in the US, however, do not know whether they actually reach their target budget. The data analysis for Germany shows that the loss aversion effect remains stable in the German sample at about the same level as before, suggesting that the loss aversion effect observed in Models D3 and D4 is indeed driven by deviations from the 100% reference point. For the US data, the effects regarding bonus percentages again disappear.\textsuperscript{16}

Following our discussion in Section 1, the statistical analyses above assumed that the reference point (i.e., the kink in the estimated function) is at 100%. In order to further justify our choice and to also allow for different shapes, we re-estimate our satisfaction models for Germany and the US, including dummies for percentage intervals instead of bonus percentages and controlling for performance ratings.\textsuperscript{17} The reference group consists of managers who receive exactly their budgets ($z_i = 100\%$). In the German sample, both dummies below 100% have statistically significant negative signs, indicating a lower satisfaction score compared to managers at the 100% threshold. Both dummies for intervals above 100% are positive, statistically insignificant and small in size. In the US, too, both dummies below (above) 100% have negative (positive) signs, but here all interval dummies are insignificant.

\textsuperscript{15} Our conclusion is identical if we use ordered-probit regressions (without supervisor fixed effects) to account for the ordinal character of the satisfaction score.

\textsuperscript{16} The coefficients $\gamma$ and $\delta$ are significantly different in all relevant models for Germany (at $p = 0.001$ for D3 and D4 and $p = 0.003$ for D5; two-sided Wald tests), whereas in case of the US, $\gamma$ and $\delta$ differ in specification US3 ($p = 0.001$), but not in US4 ($p = 0.861$) and US5 ($p = 0.326$).

\textsuperscript{17} See Table 3 in the Appendix. The results are similar if we exclude the performance ratings dummies from the models.
Table 1. Satisfaction Effects of Reference Point Violations  
(Dependent Variable: Adjusted Satisfaction Score)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>US1</th>
<th>US2</th>
<th>US3</th>
<th>US4</th>
<th>US5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salary (000s)</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.004]</td>
<td>[0.004]</td>
<td>[0.002]</td>
<td>[0.002]</td>
<td>[0.002]</td>
<td>[0.004]</td>
<td>[0.004]</td>
<td>[0.002]</td>
<td>[0.002]</td>
<td>[0.004]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus Payment (000s)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>[0.010]</td>
<td>[0.010]</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>[0.006]</td>
<td>[0.006]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonus Percentage</td>
<td>0.012***</td>
<td>0.012***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
<td>0.016***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.003]</td>
<td>[0.004]</td>
<td>[0.005]</td>
<td>[0.011]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[0.005]</td>
<td>[0.005]</td>
<td>[0.005]</td>
<td>[0.005]</td>
<td>[0.005]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Deviation from Bonus</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget (=100%)</td>
<td>[0.004]</td>
<td>[0.006]</td>
<td>[0.014]</td>
<td>[0.010]</td>
<td>[0.016]</td>
<td>[0.058]</td>
<td>[0.010]</td>
<td>[0.005]</td>
<td>[0.015]</td>
<td>[0.024]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Deviation from Bonus</td>
<td>-0.031***</td>
<td>-0.030***</td>
<td>-0.032***</td>
<td>-0.021**</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget (=100%)</td>
<td>[0.005]</td>
<td>[0.006]</td>
<td>[0.008]</td>
<td>[0.010]</td>
<td>[0.016]</td>
<td>[0.024]</td>
<td>[0.010]</td>
<td>[0.005]</td>
<td>[0.015]</td>
<td>[0.024]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sample: All, All, All, All, 'fully meets'  
Rating Dummies: No, Yes, No, Yes  
No. of observations: 2091, 2091, 2091, 2091, 1544  
R-squared (within): 0.03, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04, 0.04

Standard errors are given in brackets. *, ** and *** denote significance on the 10%, 5% and 1%-level, respectively. Control variables include supervisor fixed effects, age interval dummies, gender, total years of affiliation to the company, and a dummy for a promotion in the previous year.
Figure 2 illustrates the results. For Germany, estimated interval dummies exhibit the kinked shape at the reference point, which is implied by loss aversion. The described relation remains robust if the analysis is restricted to managers rated ‘fully meets expectations’. No such patterns are observed for the US data.

Figure 2. Relation between Bonus Percentage and Job Satisfaction relative to Managers with a 100% Bonus Percentage

The figure shows the estimated values for bonus percentage interval dummies on job satisfaction, controlling for compensation, performance rating, and demographic background of the managers and including fixed effects per supervisor (see Table 3 in the Appendix). Significant interval dummies are marked with an asterisk (*).

An important question is, of course, the direction of causality. One may for instance raise the argument that the managers’ performance is affected by their job satisfaction, and that therefore more satisfied managers receive higher bonus percentages. However, the pronounced kink in Germany seems inconsistent with such a reversed causality argument:
Without reference point effects, there is no reason to expect that a manager, who receives a bonus percentage of 100%, exhibits a much larger performance effect when being marginally more satisfied than when being marginally more dissatisfied. Moreover, the US data provide a complementary argument: If satisfaction drove performance and in turn affected bonus percentages, one should also observe such effects within performance ratings, regardless of whether bonus percentages are known or not. However, there is no such relation between percentages and satisfaction in the US, indicating that it is the information about bonus percentages that causally affect satisfaction. Observation 2 summarizes our findings.

**Observation 2.** Transparent reference point violations lead to decreased job satisfaction. Negative deviations from the reference point have a much stronger effect on satisfaction than positive deviations of the same size.

4. How do reference point violations affect job performance?

It may well be that while reference point violations negatively affect employee perceptions they are a useful instrument to generate performance incentives. In this section, we investigate the competing hypotheses regarding the consequences of reference point violations on performance as outlined in Section 1. Our analysis exploits the fact that we have information about the hierarchical relations between the managers. Hence, we can use a supervisor’s rating as a measure for the performance in her department: If reference point violations negatively affect performance, one would expect that having a higher fraction of managers with a bonus percentage below 100% in one year should lead to a reduced department performance and thus also negatively affect the department supervisor’s performance rating in the subsequent year. Moreover, exploiting the panel structure of our data, we can control for unobserved heterogeneity by including supervisor fixed effects. Specifically, we estimate the following specification:

$$\text{Rating}_{st+1} = \alpha + \beta \cdot \text{DevRef}_{st} + \gamma \cdot X_{st} + \alpha_s + \epsilon_{st}.$$  

---

18 When studying the effect of the bonus on performance, we cannot just conduct our analysis on the level of the managers’ individual performance. Reference point violations might be the result of unobserved factors such as low ability or low willingness to perform, which in turn yields low ratings and low bonuses.
$X_{st}$ is a vector of individual background variables of a supervisor $s$ and $a_s$ are supervisor fixed effects. The background variables include a manager’s age and hierarchy level in the year $t + 1$. Our hypothesis is that the share of managers rated below the 100% reference point (measured by $DevRef_{st}$) among all ‘fully meets expectations’ managers in year $t$ by supervisor $s$ has a negative effect on her performance rating in year $t + 1$.19 Table 2 reports the results for Germany and the US.

Model 1 uses a unit normal transformation of the supervisor’s performance rating in $t + 1$ as the dependent variable. We find that reference point violations negatively affect the performance of a given supervisor in Germany (Model D1). That is, the more managers in a department are pushed below 100% bonus percentage in a given year, the worse is the supervisor’s subsequent rating.

In Model 2, we additionally control for the general evaluation behavior of the supervisor by including the relative shares of the performance ratings different from ‘fully meets expectations’ assigned by a supervisor in $t$.20 The benefit of this specification is twofold: For one, while the supervisor fixed effects capture time constant unobserved factors, the heterogeneity of the team regarding individual performance may still vary over time. Controlling for the distribution of ratings captures the effect of this heterogeneity. In addition, the rating distribution determines the restrictions under which a supervisor can (re)distribute the bonus budgets. A supervisor with a team in which many managers have received ‘excellent’ ratings, for instance, may have no choice but to violate reference points of ‘fully meets expectations’ managers, because the system requires that a disproportionally large share of the total budget needs to be spend on the excellent managers.

We find that the empirical results are robust: A supervisor in Germany with a given rating distribution will have a lower performance in the subsequent year when violating the

---

19 Performance ratings are coded with numbers ranging from 5 for ‘excellent’ to 1 for ‘inadequate’. The mean rating for all supervisors in the sample is 3.31 (standard deviation = 0.51) for German supervisors and 3.46 (standard deviation = 0.57) for US supervisors.

20 The share of ‘inadequate’ ratings is no included in the regressions, though, as the lowest rating is hardly ever assigned in the years of our sample.
100% reference point of a higher share of her subordinate managers. The effects are also economically significant. A rough interpretation of the coefficient is the following: If a supervisor who assigns a bonus percentage of less than 100% to all of her ‘fully meets expectations’ managers instead gave all of them a bonus of 100%, her own performance evaluation in the next year would increase by 0.68 standard deviations. This implies that a supervisor with a performance evaluation at the median would additionally outperform 24.6% of all other managers when changing her evaluation behavior in this way. To further quantify the performance effect of reference point violations in a simple way, we estimate Model 2 with supervisor fixed effects and a dichotomous dependent variable equal to one, if the supervisor is assigned an ‘above average’ rating in the subsequent year, and zero otherwise. 21 A coefficient for \( \text{DevRef}_{st} \) of -0.253 suggests that a supervisor who violates the reference points of all ‘fully meets expectations’ managers in her department can increase the likelihood of receiving an ‘above average’ rating by more than 25% if she assigns all ‘fully meets expectations’ managers 100% of their budgets.

It is important to note that there is indeed much variation in terms of the frequency of reference point violations in Germany. When supervisors are ranked according to the share of reference point violations in their team, the supervisor at the 33% percentile already gives 40% of her managers less than the 100% bonus. The supervisor at the 66% percentile violates reference points of even 80% of her subordinates. But there are also supervisors who do without any reference point violations. 22 As our results indicate, this is indeed a good strategy to maintain team performance when percentages are transparent.

---

21 We restrict the model to supervisors who receive either ‘above average’ or ‘fully meets expectations’ ratings in the year of the bonus assignments.

22 For instance, supervisors who have rated at least one subordinate manager as ‘below average’ typically face no necessity at all to pay any of their ‘fully meets expectations’ subordinates less than 100% of their budget even if they also have ‘above average’ managers in their team.
Table 2. Performance Effects of Reference Point Violations

(Dependent Variable: Adjusted Supervisor Performance Rating in Subsequent Year)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>US1</th>
<th>US2</th>
<th>US3</th>
<th>US4</th>
<th>US5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Share of Managers with Bonus Percentage &lt;100% among ‘fully meets’ Managers</td>
<td>-0.572*** [0.217]</td>
<td>-0.676*** [0.220]</td>
<td>-0.689*** [0.217]</td>
<td>-0.671*** [0.221]</td>
<td>0.009 [0.159]</td>
<td>-0.087 [0.162]</td>
<td>-0.087 [0.162]</td>
<td>-0.090 [0.161]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Managers rated ‘fully meets’ with Bonus Percentage &lt;100% in department Bonus Budget per Manager</td>
<td>0.006 [0.194]</td>
<td>0.000 [0.022]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Size</td>
<td>-0.020 [0.031]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls for Rating Distribution</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared (within)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The regression includes supervisor fixed effects. Standard errors are given in brackets. *, ** and *** denote significance on the 10%, 5% and 1%-level, respectively. All regressions include control variables for the age and hierarchy level of the supervisor. A supervisor’s rating distribution is measured by the share of performance ratings ‘excellent’, ‘above average’ and ‘below average’.
The results of our statistical analysis are strongly supported by the free text comments on the incentive system given by managers at the end of our survey. Many respondents express their concerns that bonus percentages below 100% ‘demotivate’ managers. For instance one respondent wrote “A good (meets expectations) employee should always be evaluated with 100%, not with 80% or 90%. This always leads to discouragement,” and another one expressed that “If 6 people are evaluated in a department and one gets 105% while the others receive 99%, you have discouraged nearly a complete department”.23

Again, the data on the US subsidiary provide the possibility for a falsification exercise. As bonus percentages are not transparent in the US, bonus percentages below 100% should not be as harmful for future performance. Indeed, we do not find any significant effect of reference point violations in the various US models.

The regression results are robust in alternative specifications. In Model 3, we include the share of ‘fully meets expectations’ managers below 100% of all managers in the department as an alternative measure for the degree of reference point violations. We use this specification to control for the relative importance that the group of potentially discouraged managers has for the whole department or division.24 However, this does not change our results, as the respective coefficient stays negative and highly significant for Germany (Model D3). Also, in order to exclude potential explanations driven by changes in the hierarchical composition of the department, we control for the average bonus budget. The promotion of a team member to a higher salary grade might possibly lower budgetary pressure, because higher salary grades imply higher bonus budgets and may offer the supervisor more freedom to reallocate bonus payments. However, including the budget per manager has no significant impact, and the adverse effect of reference point

23 Other examples are “Good managers do not care about the difference of some hundreds of Euros associated with an evaluation with ‘fully meets expectations’ below 100%, but are strongly offended by the evaluation and feel like an underperformer”, “The absolute bonus amount is not an instrument for motivation. [...] A manager who receives a large bonus payment can calculate that his personal target achievement was, for example, 99%. He will immediately realize that he was rated not even as average, and will be discouraged by thousands of Euros.”; “The expectation of every manager who has done a decent job is 100% - every %-point below that is a disappointment.”; “If I assign somebody a bonus below the average, this will not have a positive effect on motivation – no matter how high the payment is.” Comments have been translated from German.

24 The two alternative measures for reference point violation are highly correlated, as the majority of managers receives a ‘fully meets expectations’ rating in both countries.
violations remains robust (Model D4). Finally, variations in the size of the team could also change the restrictions to bonus allocations as well as performance, but controlling for team size also does not affect the results (Model D5). In none of the specifications for the US, we find a significant effect of the variables capturing reference point violations.

One implication of our analysis is that supervisors can achieve a stronger variation in bonus percentages among their managers in the US (as observed in Figure 1), without having to fear that reference point violations reduce satisfaction and performance. For instance, supervisors can assign a higher share of ‘above average’ ratings to their managers without making the associated reference point violations among the ‘fully meets expectations’ managers apparent. In fact, in the US, the share of ‘above average’ is some 11%-points higher, and average bonus percentages of ‘fully meets expectations’ managers are about 3.6%-points lower than in Germany. In departments with supervisors who belong to the quartile with the strongest dispersion in ratings, this difference increases to 4.6 %-points (both differences between countries are significant at \( p = 0.001 \), two-sided \( t \)-tests).

We can summarize our main result in:

**Observation 3.** *Transparent reference point violations subsequently lead to decreased performance.*

5. **Discussion and conclusion**

We investigate how bonus payments affect satisfaction and performance of managers in a large, multinational company. The company’s short term incentive system produces a clear, naturally occurring reference point for bonus comparisons. Utilizing a unique data set that combines survey and compensation data, we find that if a manager’s bonus transparently falls behind the reference point, self-reported job satisfaction is significantly reduced. In particular, in line with several behavioral economics approaches to reference-dependent preferences, falling below the reference point has a much stronger effect on satisfaction than being ahead. Moreover, transparent reference point violations reduce
subsequent performance: A supervisor who pushes more managers in her department below the reference point subsequently gets a lower performance rating herself. One implication is that bonus payments are strongly compressed towards the reference point. Both effects are implied by Akerlof and Yellen’s fair wage-effort hypothesis.

One potential way to deal with the negative effects of reference point violations is to make it non-transparent. Frank and Sunstein (2001), for instance, note that at the University of Chicago Law School “there is an exceptionally strong norm against public discussion of salaries, even among good friends. The evident basis of the norm is to prevent dissatisfaction about relative position in the face of satisfaction with absolute position.” We can confirm the effectiveness of the approach; a lack of transparency makes it more difficult to identify reference point violations. As a likely result, the evidence for reduced job satisfaction, reduced job performance and for the compression of bonuses and evaluations, as we see it in Germany, is much weaker in the US. At the same time, we acknowledge that we cannot be sure that the differences regarding reference-dependent satisfaction and performance are not partly due to cultural differences in preferences between Germany and the US, as opposed to the differences in transparency. However, there are at least two reasons why culture is unlikely to be a complete explanation. As we have seen in Section 3, managers in the US, too, exhibit loss aversion (Model US3); yet, if we control for the information about bonus percentages contained in the ratings, no evidence for reference-dependent effects is left (Models US4 and US5). This indicates that the difference stems from the (non-) transparency of bonus percentages and not from absence of loss aversion in the US. Moreover, laboratory experiments typically find little differences in reference-dependent behavior between Northern Europe and the US, suggesting that reference-dependent preferences are similar (see, for example, Brandts et al., 2004, for a cross-cultural study of cooperation in dilemma games and Oosterbeek et al., 2004, for a meta-study of bargaining experiments).

That said, we think that the role of transparency is worth of further studying. While our field study shows that transparency regarding one’s standing relative to the reference point may have detrimental effects, (behavioral) theory may not adequately capture the role of transparency in our setting. Reference-dependent preference models either
(implicitly) assume that the relative position is known or that people rationally form beliefs about their positions. Our results together with other evidence from experimental economics seem to suggest, however, that if one’s relative position is not known it is probably less relevant: “What you don't know won't hurt you.” (see, e.g., Gehrig et al. 2007 and the references therein). Moreover, this effect is consistent with the social psychology literature, where a series of classic findings demonstrate that social judgments critically depend on which comparison standards are made accessible in the judgmental situation. That is, comparison standards that are not (made) accessible are not used (see Mussweiler and Damisch, 2008, for a review of the more recent relevant cognitive psychology research, and Chen et al., forthcoming, and Benjamin et al., forthcoming, for an application in the economics literature).

On the other hand, a lack of transparency may also have negative consequences, related to procedural fairness perceptions (see, in psychology, Schaubroek et al., 2000, and Werner and Ones, 2000, and in economics, Bolton et al., 2005, and Frey and Stutzer, 2005). One reason is that a lack of transparency bears the risk of inequitable pay rates that would be objected if transparent. Our study for instance shows that a less transparent system may exhibit significantly more reference point violations than a more transparent system.25 Because the role of transparency is not yet well investigated in (behavioral) economics, we do not feel sufficiently confident to conclude from our study that transparency about relative positions is generally not recommendable. However, our evidence clearly suggests that transparency comes with a cost.26

Another avenue for further research is to separate the contribution of different reference-dependent concerns; the managers in our study may compare their bonus percentage relative to their individual bonus target, to their expectations given their ratings, or relative to their peer group, or all three. In fact, we believe that one reason for why we

25 Transparency of pay rates and bonuses is also on the political agenda in the US and in Germany. E.g., in August 2009, Colorado joined California, Michigan and Illinois in protecting ‘employees’ right to discuss their wages’. The so-called “Wage Transparency Act” prohibits employers from taking adverse actions against employees who discuss their wages with others.

26 Transparency about the relative position seems particularly problematic if the performance measurement process cannot provide objective information justifying the relative ranking. It may be less problematic when objective performance measures are available that credibly explain performance differences between employees.
find so strong reference point effects is that different reference points coincide: falling behind one’s target implies falling behind the peer group. However, it would be interesting to know more about the contribution of each of those effects for our results. Understanding the precise behavioral mechanisms that drive behavior is useful for testing and further refining theory.

Finally, to us, one of the main goals of this line of research is not only to get better in understanding the actual effectiveness of bonus systems, but also to be increasingly able to make recommendations for better systems in practice. Surveys of companies indicate that the demand for better systems is large: The consultancy firm Towers Perrin states in its report of a large company survey conducted in 2007 that “more than three-quarters of responding organizations have changed their variable pay programs in the past three years and nearly half expect to implement more changes in the future”.27 The bonus system studied in this paper has also been recently changed, as a reaction to our study, attempting to reduce unwanted comparisons. However, the interaction and effectiveness of commonly used instruments is not well understood yet. A more applied scientific literature on behavioral incentive design would be useful both to shape and enrich economic theory and to give advice to decision makers in practice (see also Roth 2002).

27 The report refers to the 2007 ‘Towers Perrin rewards challenges and changes survey’ including 637 HR and compensation executives from 21 countries.
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Appendix: Additional Results

Table 3. Determinants of Job Satisfaction – Robustness Checks
(Dependent Variable: Adjusted Satisfaction Score)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>D6</td>
<td>US6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary (000s)</td>
<td>0.001 [0.002]</td>
<td>-0.004 [0.002]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z &lt; 90%$</td>
<td>-0.335** [0.135]</td>
<td>-0.101 [0.343]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$90% \leq z &lt; 100%$</td>
<td>-0.196** [0.089]</td>
<td>-0.071 [0.268]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100% &lt; z &lt; 110%$</td>
<td>0.019 [0.092]</td>
<td>0.091 [0.275]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z \geq 110%$</td>
<td>0.079 [0.150]</td>
<td>0.072 [0.325]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating Dummies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of observations</td>
<td>2091</td>
<td>957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared (within)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors are given in brackets. *, ** and *** denote significance on the 10%, 5% and 1%-level, respectively. Control variables include supervisor fixed effects, age interval dummies, gender, total years of affiliation to the company and a dummy for promotion in the last year.